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Manufacturers - Test and Measurement
Associated Research, Inc.
http://www.arisafety.com/ -- Manufactures automated multi-function electrical safety compliance
analyzers and manual bench-top instruments for the electrical safety compliance testing
industry. AC and DC Hipots, Ground Bond, Insulation Resistance, Functional Run Test, and Line
Leakage testers.
Associated Power Technologies
http://www.aptsources.com/ -- Associated Power Technologies, Inc. (APT) is a leading
manufacturer of linear and switching AC power sources. APT provides solutions for 1 phase or 3
phase applications with output power capabilities from 500 VA to 18 KVA. APT provides a 3-Year
warranty and new orders within 10 Business Days. APT is a division of Ikonix USA
Curtiss-Wright
http://www.cwc-ae.com/ -- Designs and manufactures rugged data acquisition, recording and controller subsystem solutions for the aerospace market. CWC-AE’s core capabilities include certified system and
software integration.
Eaton
http://www.epdu.com -- Designs and manufactures AC power distribution and control products for
commercial, government, military and aerospace industries (formerly Pulizzi Engineering, Inc.). Intelligent
Power Controllers, Transfer Switches, Muti-function, Multi-Outlet, Metering, Monitoring, Remote Control
capabilities.
FEI-Zyfer
http://www.fei-zyfer.com/ -- GPS Time and Frequency systems. Solutions for Military GPS
Synchronization, Satellite Ground Stations, Wireless Communications, and Network Timing.
Graphtec America
http://www.graphtecamerica.com/ Graphtec America offers multi-channel data logger &
data acquisition instruments. These industry leading instruments are portable, scalable and
can operate stand alone or remotely via wired or wireless connection. Sampling rates as
fast as 1usec, voltages up to 1,000V and up to 1,000 channels with powerful, easy to use software included.

HV Technologies
http://www.hvtechnologies.com/ -- HV TECHNOLOGIES offers products and services across the entire
spectrum of EMC immunity and emissions test requirements and standards—MIL-STD, Avionics/DO 160,
Commercial IEC, CISPR, IEEE and ANSI, Automotive ISO, SAE. HV TECHNOLOGIES has a long history
of providing high-end EMC test equipment along with a strong history of exceeding customer expectations. Through exclusive
partner relationships, we can offer the highest quality products that come with the best support structure available.
MPI Thermal
http://www.mpi-thermal.com -- MPI Thermal temperature systems have advanced
technology in precise localized hot and cold temperature test equipment. The thermal
division has 60 years of combined thermal control system experience. This has brought
about a thermal air stream system for today’s manufacturers environmental test chamber needs. We have designed a system
that provides accurate temperature control at the test site as a convenient alternative to larger temperature chambers and
liquid baths. Temperature Range from -85C to +225C.
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Nexio
http://www.nexiogroup.com/ -- NEXIO is specialized in EMC test software
applications. Since 1995, NEXIO has developed software to automate EMC testing,
such as Immunity, Emissions, Reverberation, Transients, Bursts, and Surge. NEXIO
software is independent from any EMC equipment manufacturer and develops drivers for all manufacturers. Our driver library
is 500+ strong, continues to grow, and there is no charge for drivers. Customers include every major market sector;
Aerospace & Defense, Automotive, Aviation, Medical, ITE, Education, and Industrial.
NH Research
http://www.nhresearch.com/ -- Designs & manufactures power-electronics test instruments, automatic
test systems, high power AC and DC programmable loads & sources. NH Research products are used
worldwide by manufacturers in the switching power supply, UPS, computer, telecommunications,
industrial controls, automotive and defense industries. Bi-Directional Systems for Hybrid Batteries and
Power Electronics development and testing.
Raymond EMC
http://www.raymondemc.ca/ - Raymond EMC supplies high performance RF shielded
rooms, reverberation and anechoic chambers. These chambers are designed to
meet the current international and domestic standards and are provided as complete
turn-key facilities. GTEMS are also offered in a variety of sizes. They also specialize in Moving/Relocating and Upgrading
Existing EMC Chambers. Also, they can offer Consulting, RF Testing, and Maintenance agreements for EMC facilities.
Siglent Technologies
http://www.siglentamerica.com -- Siglent Technologies is a ISO certified manufacturer of electronic
test instrumentation. Being the largest oscilloscope manufacturer in China (by shipments) Siglent
manufacturers a line of Oscilloscopes up to 1Ghz (Benchtop and Battery-Powered handheld models), Arbitrary Waveform
Function Generators, small Programmable Linear DC Power Supplies, DMMs, Spectrum Analyzers to 3.2 GHz, Vector
Network Analyzers to 1.5Ghz and Signal Generators from 9kHz-3.2Ghz. They offer 3 year warranty and all sales and service
is done from their Solon, OH facility.
Transient Specialists
http://www.transientspecialists.com -- Transient Specialists, founded in 1982, provides
EMC Test Equipment Rental Services, throughout the United States and Canada. We
carry equipment to test compliance to commercial, military, and automotive EMC
standards. We have flexible rental terms, including weekly rentals, and no rental charges during 2 days of transit time. Our
equipment has accredited calibrations and we offer technical support on equipment set-up.
ZES ZIMMER
http://www.zes.com -- ZES ZIMMER is a German maker of precision AC and DC power analyzers, sensors and accessories.
Our instruments offer a proprietary and invaluable advantage when measuring inverters, frequency converters and other PWM
applications. They feature bandwidth to 10MHz, advanced filtering, easy waveform display and export, automated test and an
intuitive user experience. Up to 8 channels (elements) and speed/torque inputs in a single meter. Sold from Local Office in
Michigan.

